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Aerosols from biomass burning perturb Earth’s climate through �
•  Direct Effect (scattering and absorption)�
•  Indirect Effect (cloud formation and precipitation)�
•  Semi-direct Effect (evaporation of cloud drops)�

Biomass Burn Observation Project - Motivation �

Indirect Effect �
(pyrocumulus)�

[Photo: B. Inaglory] �

Semi-direct �
(Koren et al. 2004)�

Direct Effect �
(Akagi et al., 2012)�

properties were taken from MODIS cloud
measurements with average optical depth of
8, and elevation of 760 mbar (!2.3 km),
situated above the smoke layer.

The modeled results for the warming ef-
fect of smoke absorption with and without

clouds are shown in Fig. 4. Without clouds,
the heating of the layer (°C/day) increases
monotonically with the smoke OD, with
maximum heating occurring at the top of the
smoke layer. In the presence of a mix of
smoke and clouds according to the propor-

tions in Fig. 3, the strong longwave cooling at
the top of the clouds is gradually replaced by
warming of the smoke layer as the OD grows
and the clouds are eliminated. As the smoke
layer becomes warmer (relative to the sur-
face) as a result of the smoke absorption and
scattering, the whole layer between top of the
smoke and surface becomes more stable.

Next, we calculated the radiative forcing
at the top of the atmosphere (TOA). Radia-
tive forcing is defined as the change in the
radiation balance with and without the forc-
ing element (1). In this study the forcing
element is the radiative effect of the smoke
and of the reduction in the cloud cover. Ra-
diative forcing is, in this case, the difference
in the reflected radiative flux at TOA be-
tween the background conditions (OD " 0.1)
and a given value of OD. A negative forcing
at TOA corresponds to cooling of Earth’s
atmosphere and surface system, and positive
forcing corresponds to warming. The black
line in Fig. 5 represents the forcing in the
solar spectrum (shortwave) due to the reduc-
tion in the cloud cover, from 38% for back-
ground aerosol to almost zero at OD of 1.3.
Reduction in the cloud coverage reduces the
reflection of the solar flux at TOA—a posi-
tive forcing. Smoke reflectance (red curve)
generates negative forcing. As the cloud frac-
tion decreases, the infrared (IR) trapping by
the clouds decreases, resulting in a longwave
radiative cooling effect (light blue curve).
The overall cooling effect of the longwave
part of the spectrum is less than 10% of the
warming in the shortwave part.

The combined radiative effect of clouds
and smoke in the solar and IR parts of the
spectrum is shown by the dark blue curve in
Fig. 5. The dominant forcing for OD # 1.3 is
the reduction in the cloud fraction, partly
balanced by the increase in the smoke reflec-
tance. Above this OD there are no clouds left
and the only forcing is due to smoke, causing
a reversal in the trend of the forcing. The total
forcing Ft can be expressed as

Ft " (Fcs $ Fcir) ! cf $ Fs ! (1 – cf ) $

(Fs ! cf ! trc
2) (1)

where Fcs is the cloud forcing in the solar part
of the spectrum, Fcir is the cloud forcing in
the IR, cf is the cloud fraction (hence 1 – cf
is the cloud-free area), and Fs is the con-
tribution of the smoke forcing. The last
term is the contribution of transmission of
the smoke forcing through the clouds on a
two-way path (trc

2).
The overall radiative forcing of the semi-

direct effect in the area is the integral of the
combined forcing, Ft, on OD, weighted by
the occurrence of that OD from Fig. 3. The
estimated instantaneous forcing for aerosol
single scattering albedo (SSA) of 0.91 (mean-
ing that 9% of the aerosol interaction with

Fig. 3. Cloud fraction as func-
tion of aerosol optical depth
(OD), a measure of the ex-
tinction of a beam of light
when it passes through a col-
umn of atmosphere. The
cloud fraction decreases al-
most linearly with increasing
OD. The red and blue curves
denote the average of 23
granules in the east and 27
granules in the west of the
Amazon, respectively. The es-
timated error for each point
appears as error bars. On av-
erage, the cloud fraction de-
creases to less than 1/8 of
the cloud fraction in clean
conditions when OD " 1.
The differences between
western and eastern areas may be due to differences in local conditions (altitude, wind velocity).
The shaded area represents the relative area covered by the respective OD, with the integral of this
curve equal to 1, representing the total Amazon basin.

Fig. 4. Heating profiles for smoke optical depth of 0, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0. Smoke single scattering
albedo is 0.91. (A) Smoke only with no clouds. (B) Smoke with cloud fraction as found in analysis
of Aqua observations.

Fig. 5. Radiative forcing at
the top of the atmosphere as
a function of the smoke op-
tical depth. The slope breaks
near optical depth " 1.3
when the cloud fraction ap-
proaches zero. The black, red,
and light blue lines represent
the forcing in the solar spec-
trum (shortwave) due to the
reduction in the cloud cover,
the smoke negative forcing,
and longwave radiative cool-
ing, respectively. The com-
bined radiative effect is
shown by the dark blue curve.
The magenta circles are a re-
production of the combined
smoke and cloud effect using
a weighted combination of
the black and red curves
(with the use of Eq. 1).
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•  Biomass burning estimated to account for �
   ~60% of carbonaceous particles (Bond et al., 2004)�

•  Primary organic aerosol (POA) from BB �
   comprises largest component of POA mass �
   emissions in northern temperate latitudes �
    (de Gouw & Jimenez 2009)�

•  IMPROVE network suggests that major �
   fraction of aerosol mass and year-to-year �
   variability is due to emissions from fires �
   (Park et al. 2007)�

Biomass Burn Observation Project - Motivation �

consistent with the notion that vehicle emissions are an
important source of POA in urban air. !POA/!CO ratios
from statistical analyses of ambient AMS data (labeled
Pittsburgh) were lower than the !OA/!CO ratios under POA-
dominated conditions from other field studies (7, 12, 25). We
suspect that the lower values are more accurate as it is difficult
to account for rapid formation of SOA or small amounts of
background SOA when measuring downwind from an urban
area. Robinson et al. described the partitioning of semiv-
olatiles from POA to the gas phase as air masses dilute (26).
These effects are not evident for the data in Figure 1, i.e.,
there is no clear dependence of !POA/!CO ratios on the
absolute POA mass loadings. A possible reason is that the
effects of partitioning are smaller than the variability in !POA/
!CO ratios between different studies and regions of the
atmosphere. For reasons of simplicity, we will regard POA
as nonvolatile in what follows.

The only reasonable explanation for the increase in !OA/
!CO ratios with photochemical processing in Figure 1 is
formation of SOA: aging of nonvolatile POA may lead to a
more oxidized aerosol, but it can only lead to a modest
increase in organic mass. It should also be noted that !OA/
!CO ratios in aged urban air did not vary dramatically (70
( 20 µg m-3 ppmv-1) between different regions of the
atmosphere despite differences in emissions and photo-
chemistry.

Several studies related the increase in SOA to the gas-
phase removal of measured VOC precursors and their
particulate mass yields, but found that the observed growth
in SOA is an order of magnitude larger than expected
(7, 18, 20). The reasons for this discrepancy are unknown,
although several factors may play a role. First, SOA mass
yields determined in the laboratory may not be representative
for the conditions in the real atmosphere and recent research
has focused on this question. Mass yields were found to
depend strongly on NOx levels, for example, and can be higher
than previously reported (27). Second, the main anthropo-
genic precursors of SOA may not be measured by current

methods. Indirect evidence showed that semivolatile organic
compounds repartition from the particle into the gas-phase
shortly after emission and may form a pool of efficient SOA
precursors (26); work has started to determine SOA yields for
such species (28). Third, aqueous-phase chemistry in aerosols
(29) and/or cloud droplets (30) may play a larger role than
previously thought. Finally, it has been suggested that SOA
formation from biogenic VOCs may be more efficient in
polluted air (8, 17) as discussed below.

Many chemistry-transport models underestimate the
mass loadings of OA in the polluted atmosphere (16, 31).
However, the discrepancy is rarely an order of magnitude as
suggested in the previous paragraph. Why is that the case?
First, emissions of POA and SOA precursors were constrained
by measurements in the studies that reported underestimates
in urban SOA (7, 18, 20), whereas emission inventories used
in models may not have been consistent with actual ambient
measurements. Second, the SOA model underestimation (%)
is expected to be highest at a large distance from emission
sources, where OA is lower due to dilution and regional
models depend on assumed boundary conditions.

A simple thought experiment may help illustrate these
points. Figure 2A shows the evolution of POA and SOA in
urban plumes calculated from reported !OA/!CO ratios in
the northeastern U.S. These curves were computed using eq
5 in de Gouw et al. (7), a !CO mixing ratio of 300 ppbv, and
dilution represented through an exponential decrease with
a 24 h e-folding time (blue curve). This calculation ignores
the semivolatile nature of POA, which most chemistry-
transport models do not currently take into account. OA
maximizes after one day and then decreases slowly. The
contribution of POA is 100% at zero age (t ) 0) and then
decreases rapidly. Imagine a model that underestimates SOA

FIGURE 1. Enhancement ratios of OA relative to CO reported in
the literature for fresh and aged urban and biomass burning
emissions. Vertical sticks show published ratios, with the refer-
ence in parentheses. The horizontal bars represent the variability
(mean ( 1!). OA is reported in µg m-3 at 295 K and 1 atm here
and elsewhere in the manuscript.

FIGURE 2. Estimated evolution of OA in urban plumes based on
observations in the northeastern U.S. The blue curve represents
the sum of POA and SOA, with the red and blue shaded areas
representing the contributions from POA and SOA, respectively,
as calculated using eq 5 in de Gouw et al. (7). The evolution
inferred from measurements is compared with a model that
underestimates SOA formation by a factor of 10 (case I). Also
included are two models that, in addition, overestimate POA by
a factor 2 (case II) and overestimate the background OA by 1
µg m-3 (case III).
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•  Wildfires are sporadic and unpredictable�

•  Lifetime of wildfires (especially prescribed burns)�

•  Spatial inhomogeneity of fires (dynamic mix of flaming/smoldering)�

•  Wide variety of aerosol types dependent on phase of fire: �
•  Flaming: primarily BC �
•  Smoldering: POA (including BrC), SOA, BC, tar balls, etc. �

•  Where to stage for field campaign �

Biomass Burn Observation Project – Challenge�



•  Most field studies have focused on tropical region (ABLE, BIBLE, 
PACE-5, SCAR-B, SAFARI92, SAFARI2000, TRACE-A) �

•  Fewer, smaller scale, aircraft-based field measurements carried out in 
U.S. (Yokelson)�

➤  Infrequent occurrence of fires contributes to the paucity of studies �

•  Still fewer studies have focused on the near-field evolution of BB aerosols 
(e.g., Akagi et al., 2012) �

Biomass Burn Observation Project – Unique Focus�

Evolution of thickly-coated rBC 
particles for chaparral fire in 
California. (Akagi et al., 2012)�



Quantify the downwind time evolution of microphysical, 
morphological, chemical, hygroscopic, and optical 
properties of aerosols generated by biomass burning �

Biomass Burn Observation Project – Key Objectives�

Use the time sequences of observations to constrain 
processes and parameterizations in a Lagrangian 
model of aerosol evolution �

Incorporate time evolution information into a 
radiative transfer model for determining forcing 
per unit carbon burned.�



Monthly BB CO emissions were examined for Little Rock (AR) and Pasco 
(WA).  Based on MODIS fire products and FINNv1 emission inventory 
(Wiedinmyer et al., 2011)�

Biomass Burn Observation Project – Where to Stage�

Little Rock: September/October �
�
�
�
�
�
�
Pasco: July/August �15x109
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This field campaign will leverage the capabilities of several new 
instruments or instrument combinations that have not been previously used 
in aircraft.  �

Biomass Burn Observation Project – Instrument Suite�

Microphysical Properties: �
SP-AMS�
FIMS �
Microscopy (TEM)�
SP2�
Dual column CCN �
UHSAS/PCSAP�
Particle counter �

Trace gas�
PTRMS �
H2O, CH4, N2O, NO, NO2, NOy, CO, 
CO2, O3 and SO2�

�

Optical Properties �
3-λ nephelometer�
3-λ PSAP�
1-λ PAS (355 nm)�
1-λ PTI (532 nm)�
1-λ CAPS (extinction, 628 nm)�

Radiation �
SW, Upwelling hemispheric, spectral �
SW, Upwelling hemispheric, broadband�
IR. Surface Temperature�
SW, Down-welling hemispheric, 
broadband, global and diffuse �
SW, Down-welling hemispheric, 
broadband, diffuse �

�



 BBOP– Microphysical Properties�

Impacts of chemical composition/particle morphology on BC radiative forcing:�
SP-AMS (Soot Particle Aerosol Mass Spectrometer): �

chemical composition of non-refractory material associated with rBC �
SP2 (single particle soot photometer): �

using lagtime methodology probe particle morphology�
Microscopy (TEM): �

chemical composition and particle morphology�
�
Probe the evolution of size distribution: �

FIMS (Fast Integrated Mobility Spectrometer): �
Range: 15 nm – 300 nm�
Time response: 1-Hz�

TEM images of smoke aerosols from 
Timbavati fire, South Africa, 2000�

(Li et al, 2003)   

TEM images of the soot spheres showed onion-like struc-
tures of curved, disordered graphitic layers (Figure 5). Some
soot particles form aggregates with organic particles and
potassium salts.
3.1.4. Ca-Bearing Particles
[15] Large aggregates of calcium-bearing particles were

present in the smoke samples, and the lengths of the
aggregates range from 2 to 15 mm. The calcium-bearing
particles were very fine grained, with diameters ranging from
50 to 300 nm, although some were up to 500 nm (Figure 6).
Most were crystalline, and some contained magnesium and
potassium. Based on compositions and SAED patterns, the
calcium-bearing particles included the carbonates aragonite
and calcite, sulfate (gypsum), and phosphate in the form of
apatite. Energy-dispersive x-ray spectrometer analyses of
some aggregates showed chemical heterogeneity, so differ-
ent parts of the aggregates likely contained varied mixtures
of CO3

2!, PO4
3!, and SO4

2!. Some aggregates were internally
mixed with organic particles.
[16] Since calcium carbonate, sulfate, and phosphate do

not readily deliquesce, their morphologies as observed in
the TEM should not differ from those in the atmosphere.
Agglomeration of fine Ca-bearing particles was observed in
both heavily and lightly loaded areas on the grids and did
not change during the TEM analysis. Therefore, we believe
the aggregation of Ca-bearing particles was not the result of
collection on the grids or an artifact of the TEM analysis.

[17] Large aggregates of calcium carbonate, sulfate, and
phosphate have not been reported in previous studies of
aerosols from biomass burning. Calcium sulfate and sulfate
containing both potassium and calcium have been observed
in smoke from African savanna and wetlands fires and
were reported to originate from biomass burning [Woods et
al., 1991; Echalar et al., 1995; Gaudichet et al., 1995].
However, they were described as less than 1-mm crystals,
rather than forming large aggregates as we observed. The
morphology and fine grain size of the calcium-bearing
particles in our smoke samples suggest that they are not
mineral dust. We infer that they condensed during the
burning process from elements in the burnt vegetation.
However, further work is needed to confirm the vegetative
source.
[18] The calcium-bearing particles were common in the

smoke samples, but rarely occurred in the hazes. This
scarcity may be because of the large sizes of the aggregates
and thus their short residence time in the atmosphere.
3.1.5. Mineral Dust and Sea Salt
[19] The majority of the coarse aerosol particles that were

collected over southern Africa consisted of mineral dust and
sea salt, most with diameters larger than 2 mm. Compared to
the high abundances of carbonaceous particles and potas-
sium salts, only minor amounts of mineral dust and sea salt
occurred in the smoke plumes. The main minerals were
quartz, muscovite, smectite, illite, and rutile (Figure 7).

Figure 2. Transmission electron microscope images of particles from aged smoke collected between 8
and 37 km downwind from the Timbavati fire, South Africa, on 7 September 2000. Particles were deposited
on lacey carbon substrate. (a) The relative number concentration of tar balls increased in the aged smoke
compared to the young smoke. The potassium-salt particles have organic coatings. Some are damaged by
the electron beam. Most of the KCl crystals in the young smoke have transformed into potassium sulfate
and nitrate with the aging of the smoke. (b) Potassium salts form inclusions within organic particles.

SAF 20 - 4 LI ET AL.: COMPOSITIONS AND AGING OF INORGANIC PARTICLES



 BBOP– Optical Properties�

Black Carbon Closure Study: �
3-λ nephelometer (λ=700, 550, & 450 nm)�
3-λ PSAP (Particle Soot Absorption Photometer; absorption; λ=650, 527, 450 nm) �
1-λ PTI (photothermal interferometry; absorption; λ=532 nm)�
1-λ CAPS (Cavity Attenuated Phase Shift; extinction; λ=628 nm)�
�

Brown Carbon: �
1-λ PAS (Photoacoustic Spectroscopy; absorption/scattering; λ=355 nm�
�

The average kBrC-404 was 0.007!"0.005#, with the largest
kBrC-404 of 0.015 found during period BB1. The calculated
kBrC-404 suggests that there is a large variability in the optical
properties of the POM (factors of 2–3) even within the same
BB event (Fig. 2B). The average kBrC-404 for period BB1 was
found to be 0.009, which is at the lower end reported in previous
studies (16, 38, 39). Interestingly, BB2, which shows significant
absolute BrC absorption, has a kBrC-404 of around 0.005, indicat-
ing that the BrC is chemically different than that in BB1, or it has
mixed with nonabsorbing material from other sources (such as
anthropogenic POM).

Biomass Burning Absorption Attribution. Having established that
BC, internal mixing, and absorbing POM are all contributors
to the total absorption at 404 nm, we now quantitatively partition
these effects. We use the calculated CF, kBrC-404 and some addi-
tional Mie Theory modeling to calculate the fraction of total ab-
sorption due to uncoated BC (fAbs-BC), internal mixing (fAbs-Lens),
and BrC (fAbs-BrC) (Methods and Fig. S7).

We find that BC absorption does not always dominate the total
absorption within the BB plume. The BC contributed 54!"16#%
of total 404 nm absorption while internal mixing contributed
19!"8#% (shown in Fig. 3B as histograms). Even though the
POM is calculated to have a kBrC-404 value significantly lower than
BC (kBrC-404 $ 0.01, kBC $ 0.71), BrC absorption from internally
and externally mixed POM contributed 27!"15#% of total 404 nm
absorption (Fig. 3 A and B). Despite the modest absorption prop-
erties of BrC, the large POM mass in the BB plumes (20–50 times
greater than BC mass) produced significant absorption at 404 nm.

The fractional absorption histograms for BC and lensing absorp-
tion enhancement at 532 nm are also included in Fig. 3B.

Mass Absorption Efficiency of Biomass Burning Organic Particles. The
MAE is an alternative quantitative measure of the absorptive
properties of POM.MAEBrC at 404 nm can be calculated from the
partitioned absorption andmeasured POMmass. Calculations of a
bulk MAEBrC are highly variable, ranging between 1–2.5 m2 g−1
(Fig. 4A). The bulk MAEBrC includes absorption from lensing
enhancement and is an overestimate of the trueMAE of the POM.
Excluding the internal mixing contribution (Fig. 3) produces actual
MAEBrC values of 0.5–1.5 m2 g−1 (Fig. 4A) indicating that inter-
nal mixing can lead to MAEBrC overestimates of 50% or more.
Periods BB1 and BB2 have very different bulk MAEBrC (Fig. 4B);
however, when the contribution of internal mixing is removed (i.e.,
actual MAEBrC; Fig. 4C) the MAEBrC of the previously different
periods converge, indicating that the additional POM in period
BB2 was non-absorbing at 404 nm and created additional absorp-
tion through internal mixing with BC.

Summary. In this paper we analyzed optical measurements of par-
ticles from a large Ponderosa Pine forest fire to assess the con-
tribution of radiation absorption by BC, absorption through
internal mixing of BC with POM and ammonium nitrate (lensing
effect), and intrinsic absorption of POM (brown carbon).

We present evidence of lensing-driven enhanced absorption
at 532 nm, up to 1.7 times (mean $ 1.38), due to internal mixing
of biomass combustion sourced BC with POM and ammonium
nitrate.

Table 1. Average measured and derived particle optical and physical characteristics across the sampling periods

Measured Derived

PeriodLabel-Details
SSA

404 nm
SSA

532 nm
AAE

658–404 nm EAbs-404 EAbs-532

MAEBC
404/532

MAEPM
404/532 fPOM-Ext

kBrC

404 nm
MAEBrC

404 nmm2g−1

BG1: Background/Low Signal 0.83 0.80 1.4 1.5 1.3 5.8/5.8 8.4/7.0 0.80 0.004 0.6
BB1: BB 0.85 0.90 2.3 2.5 1.4 5.3/5.6 12.9/8.3 0.89 0.009 1.0
BB2: BB+Anthropogenic 0.80 0.84 2.3 2.1 1.5 6.4/5.6 13.8/8.1 0.79 0.005 1.1
BG2: Background/Low Signal 0.83 0.75 1.1 1.3 1.3 6.2/6.4 7.9/7.3 0.79 0.006 0.2

A

B C

Fig. 1. Measured absorption enhancements (EAbs).
(A) Time series of EAbs-404 and EAbs-532 and NR-PM
and POM mass. One-second optical data overlaid
on the 60-second data. Horizontal solid and dashed
line indicate an EAbs of 1.0 and 1.5, respectively. Sun-
rise and sun set $ vertical dashed lines. (B and C)
EAbs-404 and EAbs-532 respectively versus NR-PM mass
colored by time periods identified in the shaded re-
gions of A and identified in Table 1 and Table S2.
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BG: background 
BB: biomass burn 

The average kBrC-404 was 0.007!"0.005#, with the largest
kBrC-404 of 0.015 found during period BB1. The calculated
kBrC-404 suggests that there is a large variability in the optical
properties of the POM (factors of 2–3) even within the same
BB event (Fig. 2B). The average kBrC-404 for period BB1 was
found to be 0.009, which is at the lower end reported in previous
studies (16, 38, 39). Interestingly, BB2, which shows significant
absolute BrC absorption, has a kBrC-404 of around 0.005, indicat-
ing that the BrC is chemically different than that in BB1, or it has
mixed with nonabsorbing material from other sources (such as
anthropogenic POM).

Biomass Burning Absorption Attribution. Having established that
BC, internal mixing, and absorbing POM are all contributors
to the total absorption at 404 nm, we now quantitatively partition
these effects. We use the calculated CF, kBrC-404 and some addi-
tional Mie Theory modeling to calculate the fraction of total ab-
sorption due to uncoated BC (fAbs-BC), internal mixing (fAbs-Lens),
and BrC (fAbs-BrC) (Methods and Fig. S7).

We find that BC absorption does not always dominate the total
absorption within the BB plume. The BC contributed 54!"16#%
of total 404 nm absorption while internal mixing contributed
19!"8#% (shown in Fig. 3B as histograms). Even though the
POM is calculated to have a kBrC-404 value significantly lower than
BC (kBrC-404 $ 0.01, kBC $ 0.71), BrC absorption from internally
and externally mixed POM contributed 27!"15#% of total 404 nm
absorption (Fig. 3 A and B). Despite the modest absorption prop-
erties of BrC, the large POM mass in the BB plumes (20–50 times
greater than BC mass) produced significant absorption at 404 nm.

The fractional absorption histograms for BC and lensing absorp-
tion enhancement at 532 nm are also included in Fig. 3B.

Mass Absorption Efficiency of Biomass Burning Organic Particles. The
MAE is an alternative quantitative measure of the absorptive
properties of POM.MAEBrC at 404 nm can be calculated from the
partitioned absorption andmeasured POMmass. Calculations of a
bulk MAEBrC are highly variable, ranging between 1–2.5 m2 g−1
(Fig. 4A). The bulk MAEBrC includes absorption from lensing
enhancement and is an overestimate of the trueMAE of the POM.
Excluding the internal mixing contribution (Fig. 3) produces actual
MAEBrC values of 0.5–1.5 m2 g−1 (Fig. 4A) indicating that inter-
nal mixing can lead to MAEBrC overestimates of 50% or more.
Periods BB1 and BB2 have very different bulk MAEBrC (Fig. 4B);
however, when the contribution of internal mixing is removed (i.e.,
actual MAEBrC; Fig. 4C) the MAEBrC of the previously different
periods converge, indicating that the additional POM in period
BB2 was non-absorbing at 404 nm and created additional absorp-
tion through internal mixing with BC.

Summary. In this paper we analyzed optical measurements of par-
ticles from a large Ponderosa Pine forest fire to assess the con-
tribution of radiation absorption by BC, absorption through
internal mixing of BC with POM and ammonium nitrate (lensing
effect), and intrinsic absorption of POM (brown carbon).

We present evidence of lensing-driven enhanced absorption
at 532 nm, up to 1.7 times (mean $ 1.38), due to internal mixing
of biomass combustion sourced BC with POM and ammonium
nitrate.

Table 1. Average measured and derived particle optical and physical characteristics across the sampling periods

Measured Derived

PeriodLabel-Details
SSA

404 nm
SSA

532 nm
AAE

658–404 nm EAbs-404 EAbs-532

MAEBC
404/532

MAEPM
404/532 fPOM-Ext

kBrC

404 nm
MAEBrC

404 nmm2g−1

BG1: Background/Low Signal 0.83 0.80 1.4 1.5 1.3 5.8/5.8 8.4/7.0 0.80 0.004 0.6
BB1: BB 0.85 0.90 2.3 2.5 1.4 5.3/5.6 12.9/8.3 0.89 0.009 1.0
BB2: BB+Anthropogenic 0.80 0.84 2.3 2.1 1.5 6.4/5.6 13.8/8.1 0.79 0.005 1.1
BG2: Background/Low Signal 0.83 0.75 1.1 1.3 1.3 6.2/6.4 7.9/7.3 0.79 0.006 0.2

A

B C

Fig. 1. Measured absorption enhancements (EAbs).
(A) Time series of EAbs-404 and EAbs-532 and NR-PM
and POM mass. One-second optical data overlaid
on the 60-second data. Horizontal solid and dashed
line indicate an EAbs of 1.0 and 1.5, respectively. Sun-
rise and sun set $ vertical dashed lines. (B and C)
EAbs-404 and EAbs-532 respectively versus NR-PM mass
colored by time periods identified in the shaded re-
gions of A and identified in Table 1 and Table S2.
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The average kBrC-404 was 0.007!"0.005#, with the largest
kBrC-404 of 0.015 found during period BB1. The calculated
kBrC-404 suggests that there is a large variability in the optical
properties of the POM (factors of 2–3) even within the same
BB event (Fig. 2B). The average kBrC-404 for period BB1 was
found to be 0.009, which is at the lower end reported in previous
studies (16, 38, 39). Interestingly, BB2, which shows significant
absolute BrC absorption, has a kBrC-404 of around 0.005, indicat-
ing that the BrC is chemically different than that in BB1, or it has
mixed with nonabsorbing material from other sources (such as
anthropogenic POM).

Biomass Burning Absorption Attribution. Having established that
BC, internal mixing, and absorbing POM are all contributors
to the total absorption at 404 nm, we now quantitatively partition
these effects. We use the calculated CF, kBrC-404 and some addi-
tional Mie Theory modeling to calculate the fraction of total ab-
sorption due to uncoated BC (fAbs-BC), internal mixing (fAbs-Lens),
and BrC (fAbs-BrC) (Methods and Fig. S7).

We find that BC absorption does not always dominate the total
absorption within the BB plume. The BC contributed 54!"16#%
of total 404 nm absorption while internal mixing contributed
19!"8#% (shown in Fig. 3B as histograms). Even though the
POM is calculated to have a kBrC-404 value significantly lower than
BC (kBrC-404 $ 0.01, kBC $ 0.71), BrC absorption from internally
and externally mixed POM contributed 27!"15#% of total 404 nm
absorption (Fig. 3 A and B). Despite the modest absorption prop-
erties of BrC, the large POM mass in the BB plumes (20–50 times
greater than BC mass) produced significant absorption at 404 nm.

The fractional absorption histograms for BC and lensing absorp-
tion enhancement at 532 nm are also included in Fig. 3B.

Mass Absorption Efficiency of Biomass Burning Organic Particles. The
MAE is an alternative quantitative measure of the absorptive
properties of POM.MAEBrC at 404 nm can be calculated from the
partitioned absorption andmeasured POMmass. Calculations of a
bulk MAEBrC are highly variable, ranging between 1–2.5 m2 g−1
(Fig. 4A). The bulk MAEBrC includes absorption from lensing
enhancement and is an overestimate of the trueMAE of the POM.
Excluding the internal mixing contribution (Fig. 3) produces actual
MAEBrC values of 0.5–1.5 m2 g−1 (Fig. 4A) indicating that inter-
nal mixing can lead to MAEBrC overestimates of 50% or more.
Periods BB1 and BB2 have very different bulk MAEBrC (Fig. 4B);
however, when the contribution of internal mixing is removed (i.e.,
actual MAEBrC; Fig. 4C) the MAEBrC of the previously different
periods converge, indicating that the additional POM in period
BB2 was non-absorbing at 404 nm and created additional absorp-
tion through internal mixing with BC.

Summary. In this paper we analyzed optical measurements of par-
ticles from a large Ponderosa Pine forest fire to assess the con-
tribution of radiation absorption by BC, absorption through
internal mixing of BC with POM and ammonium nitrate (lensing
effect), and intrinsic absorption of POM (brown carbon).

We present evidence of lensing-driven enhanced absorption
at 532 nm, up to 1.7 times (mean $ 1.38), due to internal mixing
of biomass combustion sourced BC with POM and ammonium
nitrate.

Table 1. Average measured and derived particle optical and physical characteristics across the sampling periods

Measured Derived

PeriodLabel-Details
SSA

404 nm
SSA

532 nm
AAE

658–404 nm EAbs-404 EAbs-532

MAEBC
404/532

MAEPM
404/532 fPOM-Ext

kBrC

404 nm
MAEBrC

404 nmm2g−1

BG1: Background/Low Signal 0.83 0.80 1.4 1.5 1.3 5.8/5.8 8.4/7.0 0.80 0.004 0.6
BB1: BB 0.85 0.90 2.3 2.5 1.4 5.3/5.6 12.9/8.3 0.89 0.009 1.0
BB2: BB+Anthropogenic 0.80 0.84 2.3 2.1 1.5 6.4/5.6 13.8/8.1 0.79 0.005 1.1
BG2: Background/Low Signal 0.83 0.75 1.1 1.3 1.3 6.2/6.4 7.9/7.3 0.79 0.006 0.2

A

B C

Fig. 1. Measured absorption enhancements (EAbs).
(A) Time series of EAbs-404 and EAbs-532 and NR-PM
and POM mass. One-second optical data overlaid
on the 60-second data. Horizontal solid and dashed
line indicate an EAbs of 1.0 and 1.5, respectively. Sun-
rise and sun set $ vertical dashed lines. (B and C)
EAbs-404 and EAbs-532 respectively versus NR-PM mass
colored by time periods identified in the shaded re-
gions of A and identified in Table 1 and Table S2.
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BC and BrC contributions separated by wavelength dependence�
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 BBOP– SOA Formation Rates/Evolution of CCN Activity�

Investigation into SOA Formation Rates: �
AMS (High-Resolution Aerosol Mass Spectrometry): organic aerosols �
PTRMS (Proton Transfer Reaction Mass Spectrometry): trace VOCs�
CO2: ratio of OA to excess CO or CO2 information on SOA formation rates �
NOx/NOy: photochemical age�
�

Investigation of evolution of CCN activity: �
Dual-column CCN (Cloud Condensation Nuclei counter): 0.4% and 1.0% SS�
AMS (High-Resolution Aerosol Mass Spectrometry): organic aerosols �
�

Trace Gas Measurement: �
H2O, CH4, N2O, NO, NO2, NOy, �
CO, CO2, O3 and SO2�

�
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Fig. 3. Phenol low-NOx gas-phase and particle-phase development.
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Fig. 3. Phenol low-NOx gas-phase and particle-phase development.
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compound was detected.
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Fig. 4. Proposed pathway for gas-phase production of C6 carboxylic acids in the phenol low-
NOx system. Boxed structures indicate that the expected m/z from the chemical ionization
reactions in the CIMS for that compound was detected.
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 BBOP– Modeling �

Quasi-Lagrangian observations within and 
outside of fire plumes will be interpreted 
with the comprehensive sectional aerosol 
box model MOSAIC. (Zaveri et al., 2008)   �

The Rapid Radiative Transfer Model will 
be used to translate the observed optical 
properties into radiative forcing. (Mlawer et 
al., 1997)  �

smaller soot particles have the largest BC‐specific absorption
cross sections (up to 25 m2 g!1). Gasoline soot particles,
which contain 20% or less (when aged) BC by mass, show
intermediate‐BC‐specific absorption cross sections (10–
15 m2 g!1), while diesel soot particles, which contain 70%
or less BC, show the lowest values (5–10 m2 g!1).
[30] The heterogeneity in aerosol mixing states seen in

Figure 5 is reflected in Figure 6 by the wide‐ranging BC‐
specific absorption values for particles of same wet diame-
ter. However, sectional aerosol models, which assume all
particles within each size bin to be internally mixed, predict
a single value of BC‐specific absorption for all particles in a
given bin. The thick black lines overlaid on the particle‐
resolved results in Figure 6 depict what the BC‐specific
absorption would be for 10 logarithmically spaced internally
mixed bins (see section 3.2.2). The bins themselves were
based on volume mean dry diameter, while the BC‐specific

absorption for each bin is plotted against wet diameter to be
consistent with the particle‐resolved results. Also, particles
in each bin are assumed to be monodisperse. This bin
structure is equivalent to the moving center sectional
approach of Jacobson [1997].
[31] Figure 7 shows similar results describing the effects

of mixing state on the specific scattering cross sections of
individual particles. Background aerosol and cooking POA,
which contain negligibly small or zero BC, appear as purple
dots and show markedly different specific scattering com-
pared to diesel and gasoline soot particles that contain sig-
nificant amounts of BC. The comparatively large specific
scattering of the particles with a small mass fraction of soot,
compared to those with much more soot, is a result of the
interplay of the scattering efficiency, particle diameter, and
particle density. After the soot particles have sufficiently
aged and their soot mass fractions decrease, only then do

Figure 5. Evolution of BC mass fraction (mixing state) as a function of dry diameter. Each point repre-
sents an individual particle and is colored by its hygroscopicity value.

ZAVERI ET AL.: PARTICLE‐RESOLVED MIXING STATE MODELING D17210D17210
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Evolution of BC mass fraction as f(dry diameter) �

Diesel 
soot 
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 BBOP Platform: AAF Gulfstreeam-I �

120 flight hours�



 BBOP– Platform: Sampling Patterns�
Discussions recently initiated - No patterns finalized or rejected�

Fire	  at	  3,500’	  MSL	  
1	  nm	  wide	  

1000’	  AGL	  

5	  nm	  either	  side	  of	  plume	  =	  1.5	  min.	  

1	  nm	  in	  plume	  =	  22	  sec.	  

4	  -‐	  3	  minutes	  to	  turn	  around	  and/or	  climb.	  
90/270	  turns	  work	  best	  in	  situaDons	  like	  this	  

1	  -‐	  Fly	  at	  top	  of	  BL	  to	  fire	  source	  

2	  –	  Spiral	  down	  upwind	  if	  
source	  to	  1000’	  AGL	  

3	  –	  Fly	  crosswind	  intersects	  of	  plume	  

5	  -‐	  Repeat	  at	  500’	  intervals	  to	  Boundary	  Layer	  

Zig-‐Zag	  track	  	   Crosswind	  tracks	  

M. Hubbell 



BBOP: What?! No fires! �
Plan ‘B” �
 �
Urban flights for A-B interactions�

#Comparison of Portland Plume (terpene forest) with Sacramento plume 
#(isoprene forest: CARES)�

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
Collaborate with the Southern Oxidants and Aerosol Study (SOAS) & Southeast Nexus 
(SENEX).  �

#Study anthropogenic – biogenic interactions that foster production of SOA  
#Investigate season variations in biogenic emissions and properties of 
#anthropogenic and biogenic aerosol                                      �

Terpene emission rate, 
02 UTC July 04.�
 A MEAGEN-WrfChem 
calculation by J. Fast �

Portland 



BBOP: Collaborations�

Satellite Analysis of Biomass Burning: Charles Ichoku and Ralph Kahn �
#�

Mount Bachelor Observatory (MBO; 43.98-N, 121.69-W, 2763 m asl)�
#Dr. Dan Jaffe�
#Couple ground and aircraft measurements�
#Historical emission measurements in the July – Sept. time frame�

�
SOAS/SENEX (Plan ‘B’)�

#Examine changes in biomass emissions between the  SOAS/SENEX 
#deployment (mid-June to July) and BBOP (late Sept. to October)�

�
Discussions with SEAC4RS (Southeast Asia Composition, Cloud, Climate Coupling 
Regional Study) team on potential combined flight opportunities (DC-8/ER-2)�
�
�



Summary �

Global Fire Activity                           MODIS Fire detections for 10 days: Apr 30 – May 9, 2012�

C. Ichoku and R. Kahn �


